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Editor
Harriet Williams: I edited and angsted over this issue. When not doing that I blog at
http://harrietsblogwellington.wordpress.com. If you like pretty pictures of food, have
a look.
Co-Editor
Silvia Peneva: I am an LSE MSc International
History Graduate.

Staff

Magazine
Co-ordinators
Sarraounia Christianson: I am a recent graduate from the University of East Anglia,
in English Literature. I have had a great time writing for and co-ordinating the
Winter edition of Interact alongside Aviva. Hope you enjoy all of our hard work!’
Aviva Woolf: I am a Journalism major attending the University of Maryland. I was
the magazine co-coordinator during my semester abroad in England.

Writers
Adam Dobrik: I aspire to be a journalist uncovering the truth behind what the world
sees.

Nina Schick: I am a German/Nepali recent Cambridge M.Phil. graduate living
between London and Kathmandu. Born and bred in Nepal I am a polyglot news
junkie and aspiring political journalist. I am currently working in Parliament, and
write for politics.co.uk.
Alia Rahman: I am currently studying Media and cultural studies. I was a journalist
for Interact as I have always had a passion for writing. I hope you enjoy reading
Interact.
Marriam Sattar: I am a writer and contributed articles on HipHop and young people.
After groaning up in London and pursuing my MS in New York I developed a
passion for writing about cross-cultural issues.
Graphic Designers
Francesca Vita: Half Italian and half Japanese, I grew up in Italy and came to London
2 years ago. I have just finished my postgraduate diploma in design and I am now
ready for a new start in freelancing or collaborations. I have a passion for everything
that is creative.
Hannah Musgrave: I am in my first year studying graphic design at Central St.
Martin’s. I was one of two graphic designers that produced the layout, house style and
spreads in the magazine.
hannahbysimone.tumblr.com
cargocollective.com/hannahsimone
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What’s your new year’s resolution?

Daisy Falconer:
Read War and Peace.

Alia:
Learn to control
my anger

Lemara Lindsay-Prince:
Save some money,
go on holiday and turn
vegetarian for a week!
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Carli James-Foster:
To not to try and stay
skinny but just wear
control pants instead.
To be content with what
I’ve got already.
Kemi Ogunsanwo:
To get out of my
parent’s house and get
my own place.

Ann:
It’s going to be 2012,
I have to get a job!

Sam:
I need to learn
to stay positive

Aviva Yehudis Woolf:
To spend less time on
Facebook at work!

Sarraounia
Christianson:
Set up a book review
blog I keep meaning
to start.
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Entrepreneurs
By Marium Sattar
e: marium.sattar@gmail.com

Zohra Khaku never knows
it once did. In 2001, the British
indulging in impulsive buys. “I
when a good idea will strike
Social Attitudes survey found
would rather people not buy
next. While she was at a
over half the population
stuff they aren’t going to use
wedding in Germany earlier
holding no strong religious
because that’s not the point of
this year, she found herself
views. Yet, Khaku is from a
the website,” she said.
consumed by the idea of a
younger generation who are
Halalgems will only provide
new business and spent the
still inspired by their faith.
deals for items and events
weekend in her hotel room
Khaku’s faith has led her to
that are ‘Muslim friendly’ or
researching it online. When
launch a new business; one
halal, which is defined as any
she returned home to London
she hopes will unite her comobject or action that is
the following Monday, she set
munity. She has started
permissible according to
up her new business;
engaging her fan base in
Islamic law. “That means
halalgems.Khaku is a
different ways. The halalgems
they’ll probably go to Lion
28-year-old entrepreneur who
logo was created by one of
King instead of dirty dancing,”
has created two businesses in
her Facebook fans and 5% of
said Khaku. The website
the past two years. Since
her donations are given to
offers deals on items or
graduating from Cambridge
charities suggested by her
events like a cake decorating
where she earned an M.B.A.
supporters every month.
class with a Michelin-awarded
in 2009, she developed her
While halalgems is similar to
chef. Beforehand, Khaku
first website,
Groupon it is also different in
often teaches business
Justvolunteering.org, and now
several ways. Although Grouowners about the meaning of
her most recent venture is
pon promotes deals for just 24
halal to make sure their
halalgems.com. “It’s like
hours in order to attract quick
products are halal. According
Groupon but for Muslims,” she
purchases, halalgems offers
to Khaku, the Muslim market
says. Generally, the role of
deals for up to a month.
is a large one. “It’s a big
faith in Britain today may not
Khaku hopes this strategy will
market and it’s an untapped
carry as much significance as
prevent her customers from
market… and they make
PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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reliable consumers.” Recent
estimates state there are
around 800,000 Muslims
living in London, where
Khaku’s company is based.
In the future, Khaku hopes her
website will bring her
community together. “My
aspiration isn’t [just] to create
a deal’s website, it’s to sell to
the Muslim community and be
the UK; most of them are
performing arts. He set up his
something they can be proud
based in Greater London with
acting schools to provide
of.”Like Khaku, Joel Kern
two in Lincoln and
stepping stones for young
knew what he wanted to do
Nottingham. The company’s
people who want to become
from a young age. When he
first academy will be based at
actors, many of them couldn’t
was 14, Kern used £4,000
King Solomon High School in
afford to pay for private
from his Bar Mitzvah presents
Essex. His company puts on
tuitions at other acting
towards his first production,
productions regularly with a
schools. Today, his schools
paving the way to creating his
share of proceeds going to
have 2,500 students and 35
own drama school. Almost a
charities like Great Ormond
people work for him.
decade later, at the age of 23,
Street Hospital.
According to Kern, the UK has
Kern is the director of Make
Kern, who never attended
a lot of undiscovered talent.
Believe Productions; a comUniversity, is a self-made
He states that he plans to
pany that will have 20 drama
business man. He says acting
charge £3,000 at Make
schools open by 2012 across
schools and academies aren’t
Believe’s academy which will
the UK.
just for teaching drama but
open next year while other
Kern says his faith has
also to help young people
colleges charge up to £10,000
motivated him along the way
develop confidence. “Thank
annually. “[The schools] will
to creating his own business,
God what we do is really
also enable people from
“I’m a fundamental believer in
successful and the children
around the local area to get
everything happens for a
under our guidance enjoy
involved with the performing
reason and it always happens
what they do,” he said.
arts which is something that is
for the best. I really truly
Whether they are Muslim,
very difficult to do because of
believe all of us have a desJewish, or any other faith, young
funding cuts,” he said.
tiny that has been written for
entrepreneurs who practice
The acting schools will be
us.”Although he is not an
their faith are finding new ways
open to children between the
actor himself, Kern is
to engage their communities.
ages of three and 18 around
passionate about the
PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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A New

CULTURAL GENOCIDE
As Tapey, a Tibetan monk in
his mid-twenties, walked to a
crossroads in Sichuan Province, he doused his body in
oil. Then he set himself alight.
Burning alive, he shouted slogans about Chinese repression whilst raising a homeimage of the Dalai Lama pasted in its centre.
What happened next is unclear. Witnesses claim that
members of China’s People’s
Armed Police stationed nearby shot at him. As the young
monk fell to the ground, it is
alleged that the PAP extinhim. Tapey’s current whereabouts - or whether he is still
alive - are unknown.
of alarming self-immolations
of Tibetan monks and nuns;
a desperate form of protest
against the policies of the central Chinese state towards the
ethnic Tibetan minority population.
Ever since the Chinese invasion of Tibet in 1950, the
former has been internationally criticised for its appalling

11

by Nina Schick
design Petra Zhivkova

human rights record and policy constraints in what it has
dubbed the Tibetan Autonomous Region (TAR). Beijing
is known to severely restrict
Tibetans’ freedom of expression, religion and association.
For decades, the international community and the Tibetan government in exile
have championed the Tibetan
cause, attempting to loosen
China’s oppressive hold on
Tibet.
Both Amnesty International
and Human Rights Watch
have renewed their calls on
China to, for example, carry
out a comprehensive review
of the human rights situation in
the TAR, criticising Beijing for
‘resort[ing] to heavy-handed
tactics that can only deepen
and further fuel resentments.’
And whilst protests and
clampdowns occur continually in the region, the self-immolations amongst the Tibetan
clergy are a deeply disturbing new development. Kate
Saunders, the communications director for International
Campaign for Tibet, states
that this recent ‘loss of life is

ndicative of the anguish and
desperation experienced by
Tibetans in the area under the
crackdown that leaves them
no space for ordinary life, no
space to carry out their religious practice.’
For Tibetans, Buddhism
is at the heart of identity,
the core of what it is to be
Tibetan.
The self-immolation of monks
and nuns is, therefore, symbolic of their front-line stand
in what is perceived to be a
life-and-death struggle to protect their culture, their identity
and what they see as being
‘Tibetan’. It is this conviction,
ultimately, that has compelled
them to make such an exThe image of a self-immolating
Buddhist monk is of course a
potent one, immortalized in a
powerful photograph taken by
American photographer Malcolm Wilde Brown in 1963,
when he captured the moment Thich Quand Durc, a
Vietnamese monk, burnt himself to death on a busy Saigon
avenue.

The image of a self-immolating Buddhist monk is of
course a potent one
one of the best known photographs of the 20th century
- eventually winning him the
Pulitzer prize.
Durc’s last stand marked a
pivotal point, not only in the
transition of power in his native Vietnam, but also as a
universal symbol against oppression.
The force of this history is
not lost on the Chinese authorities. Responding to the
spate of recent international
condemnation in light of the
immolations, Dai Wingli, from
the Chinese embassy in Lonarguing that Tibetan deaths
were against the principles of
Buddhism.
Whilst acknowledging that
the self-immolations were
‘tragic’, Wingli goes on to assert that they are a ‘fatal violation of the spirit of peace and

a Nobel Peace Prize laureate,
of being a ‘devil’, ‘terrorist’ and
‘violent separatist.’ It claims
that the Tibetan spiritual leader
must take responsibility for the
‘immoral’ self-immolations.
Whilst the Dalai Lama responds to accusations of
being a ‘devil’ in good humour - joking, for example,
about his ‘horns’ in a live video
chat with Desmond Tutu last
year – he has consistently
urged the Chinese authority
to reconsider its Tibet policies,
calling for regional autonomy
(rather than independence)
and a non-violent resolution.
Alongside human rights campaigners, he has also called
the increasingly desperation
situation in Tibet as constituting a cultural genocide.
And so it is. When a people
are stripped of their freedom

in the 1950s, they had never
made any efforts for or contribution to the protection and
development of Tibetan culture, even ridiculing the Dalai Lama for his ‘absurdity’ in
claiming to be a protector of
Tibetan culture.
‘[The Dalai Lama and his
clique] have clamoured about
the “cultural genocide” in Tibet’
it continued, ‘for the sole reason that their cultural despotism and cultural system along
with their cultural privileges
and vested interest have been
irretrievably destroyed due to
the irresistible development of
Tibetan culture.’
Enough. It is time to re-introduce some perspective into
this discussion. As long as
China continues its repressive
policies in the TAR, the spate of
self-immolations will continue

Enough. It is time to re-introduce some perspective into this discussion.
an Buddhism.’ The perpetrators, he continues, ‘have
fallen victim to the control of
an abnormal force’ - a raditist agenda’ as Tibetans, he
claims, ‘like all other ethnic
groups [in China], enjoy freedom of religious belief and
expression.’ ‘It is time,’ he
concludes, ‘for the lies to be
exposed’.
Wingli’s denials are reprefrom Beijing, which continues
to denounce the Dalai Lama,

to practice their religion, cultural beliefs and language, they
are denied their basic human
rights. Combined with the punitive security measures seen
in Tibet, this is emblematic of
a systematic stripping-away
of commonly-held culture. It
is no exaggeration to say that
the entire traditional Tibetan
way of life is under threat.
In November last year, the
Chinese government released
a white paper vehemently arguing against claims of cultural
genocide. In it, it stated that as
the current Dalai Lama and his

As democratic tools of protest are drained and minority
groups become increasingly
desperate, they will turn to
only upon themselves) as the
ultima ratio of communication.
It is time for global players
such as China, to be held to
account by the international
community for their abysmal
human rights records. If not,
it is plausible that one of the
world’s oldest cultures will be
exterminated.
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The Native Sun and
Daughter Of Britsh Hip Hop
By Marium Sattar
e:marium.sattar@gmail.com

Leah mentions she has gotten
more opportunities to perform
music since collaborating with
Yahya. Currently, she balances
her musical career with working
at the vegan restaurant, “Vantra,”
song. We didn't feel rushed or
in Soho, London. Although the
pressured to do it. Whilst that
was happening, it went from one duo refers to each other as
brother and sister, their faith is
song to three songs,” said
one way they differ. While Yahya
Yahya. At a concert in June,
is a devout Muslim, Leah prefers
Leah and Yahya made an
not to ascribe to any one religion.
appearance in their characterisI asked them how it feels to be an
tic bright colours and bold
interfaith group.“What Sarina
prints. That day, Leah's singing
lives is peace and love…These
betrayed her laid back look.
are morals that every religion
Wearing oversized round
promotes so we don't ever feel
glasses and a tie-dye hard rock
we have to compromise or
cafe t-shirt, Leah's soulful singanything,” said Yahya. Whilst
ing was reminiscent of some of
listening to Native Sun, fans of
the greatest RnB preceding our
Yahya will notice he is shifting
time. Her melodious voice is
away from focusing on political
complimented by Yahya's raps,
change to other topics.In their
which are sometimes in Portuglatest song, “Out of the Box,”
ese. Yahya describes their style
Native Sun use a Motownas a mix, “Hip hop with a blend
inspired sound while addressing
of afro beats but then it’s also
the music industry, “I’m tired of
like jazz and reggae.”When
your stereotypes/ expecting me
asked about their group name,
Sarina says,“with the sunshine, it to be another kind on the mic.
reminds me of growth and being No diamond chains on my neck/
I’d rather feed you the truth and
able to shine.We want people to
meaningful lyrics and playful
earn your respect.”With Native
shine and spread that sunshine
beats. Although their creative
Sun, Yahya is moving in a
and light.”
process is spontaneous,
PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
Sarina Leah and Mohammed
Yahya are “Native Sun,” a new
group on the horizon of the
British Hip Hop scene. When
Yahya, 30, a solo rapper of
Mozambican origin, met Sarina
Leah at a party in 2000, he never
imagined forming a group with
the 30-year-old fashion designer
from East London. Ten years
later, they joined forces to spread
an important message. “Sometimes you're so passionate about
something...you can speak about
that injustice in your music but it
can be out of hatred or out of
anger towards people…rather
than doing things out of anger
towards people, it's better to do
it out of love,” said Yahya.
One year on, it is clear why they
created the group last year; the
duo wants to spread positivity at
a time of global unrest. Both,
Leah and Yahya participate in
workshops in prisons and
schools to underprivileged youth
and members of society. Currently, the group is working on

they say they will release their
album in early 2012 and are
already halfway there. “It’s been
very organic, like even in the

page 13
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different direction musically but
searching for him on YouTube
generates dozens of videos, one of
which is called 'A World Full of Sin'
and has over 20,000 hits. In it,
Yahya raps about the involvement
of politicians in the Iraq War,
“Deep inside, I know they're
nothing but vultures/ corrupting our
cultures/ invading our lands.
Regardless of apologies/ they'll
never govern properly.” At a time
when British hip hop is polarized
between commercial artists like
Tinie Tempah on one side of the
spectrum, and underground hip
hop artists like Roots Manuva on
the other side, Native Sun are
entering largely uncharted territory
that will excite some hip hop fans.
For more info about Native Sun,
mp.com/
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The Death of a Dictator
By Nine Schick
e:ninaschick@gmail.com

© 2011, Thierry Erhman,
Flickr.com
The injured man was dragged
was setting in the nascent ‘new’
the most heinous dictators
from a sewage drain begging
Libya, the subsequent reaction
deserved a private death and
and pleading for his life, blows
by the international press raised
that the broadcasting of the
raining on him as the cacophofar broader questions.
Libyan despot’s last moments
nous mob hauled him through
As the news was breaking,
and remains was ethically unjusthe dust. Moments later he was
major broadcasters and news
tifiable. ‘All this killing brings
dead – killed by what appeared
agencies in the UK and around
triumphalist politicians smirking
to be a gunshot to the head.
the world streamed the grisly
on our screens’, wrote broadThese were the violent final
amateur footage of Gaddafi’s
caster and human rights activist
moments of Muammar Gaddafi’s final hours as he was beaten
Craig Murray on his blog.
life. As the civil war in Libya
and humiliated. Later, when he
‘We seem to have become as
reached its climax late last year,
dehumanized as ancient Rome,’
the Libyan despot who ruled with
Murray continues; ‘little human
an iron fist for over four decades
pity is expressed for the way
found the noose tightening
Gaddafi was killed – indeed
around his neck. And he died –
there is notably less media
as he lived – by the sword.
reflection of pity or revulsion
It is evident that the circumthan there was at the (at least
stances surrounding Gaddafi’s
judicial) hanging of Saddam
death in Sirte on the 20th of
Hussein. Is that measure of the
October were dubious. The
descent into bloodlust barbarism
amateur videos that emerged on
in our society?’
that day, taken on cell phones
Yet news editors were also
and other forms of technology,
commended for broadcasting the
showed the former dictator and
contentious footage. It was
his son alive in the custody of
courageous, it was argued,
rebel forces, indicating that they
because the realities of war
© 2011, Khalid Albaih,
were summarily executed after
should not be sugar-coated.
Flickr.com
being caught.
‘Nothing in the photographs of
The willful killing of a person in
Gaddafi wounded, dead,
custody is a serious violation of
was dead, we saw his bloodied
dragged through the streets, and
the laws of war and can be
body and, finally, his decomposfinally on display, rotting in
prosecuted in the International
ing corpse in a meat locker in
public, has been anything like as
Criminal Court. Although these
Misrata. The decision to display
disgusting as the thoroughly
concerns raised serious questhese images immediately
hypocritical and self-deceiving
tions regarding the tone the
became mired in controversy.
international reaction to these
National Transitional Council
Commentators argued that even
pictures,’ postulated Jonathon
PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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Jones in The Guardian.
‘Libyans did what they probably
had to do,’ continued Jones,
‘their western supporters have
moaned and groaned at the
realities of war with no apparent
understanding that through Nato
we are participants in this conflict and so share its inevitable
moral complexities…To get
upset by photographs of the
dead Gaddafi is to pretend we
did not know we went to war at
all. It is to fantasise that our own
role is so just and proper and
decent that it is not bloody at all.’
The international media’s reaction to the death of a dictator
has, it seems, become polarised
on a moral battlefield. As one
side argues that the graphic
broadcasts represent a
desensitised society fascinated
by – as one journalist dubbed it ‘death porn’, the other, whilst
admitting the barbaric nature of
the footage, upholds its use
primarily to convey to the public
the brutal consequences of war.
The ethical debate on how war
should be reported is not a new
phenomenon but what is new
here is modern technology.
Equipped with mobile phones,

The rise of the citizen journalist
and modern technology has
muddled the question of ethic in
war-time reporting.
The traditional view of ‘what is
acceptable’ is becoming
increasingly blurred and, indeed,
the balance of power - once
dominated by editors and
producers - has shifted into the
public domain. The fact is that
editorial judgment is being
squeezed by the ever-increasing
necessity for news agencies to
‘keep up’ with headline events
as they unfold and are documented, disseminated and
widely accessed through social
media.As such, newscasters are
caught between a rock and a
hard place: damned if they do
and damned if they don’t.
Unfolding before them on that
day in October was the climax of

newscasters are
caught between a
rock and a hard
place: damned if they
do and damned
if the don’t.

footage they were opening
themselves up to profound
criticism on ethical grounds.
‘Once the public’s appetite for
blood has been whetted,’ wrote
one disgusted observer in the
wake of the Colonel’s death,
‘history shows they develop a
lust for more…Quick! More War!
More Militarism! More Blood!
More Executions! More Victory
for Democracy! Keep the peasants Happy.’
And indeed, UK national papers
splashed the haunting stills of
Gaddafi all over their front pages
the next day, with many more
pictures printed inside. This was
supplemented by footage online
and on TV. The decision to do so
was justified, wrote Mary
Hockaday on the BBC’s editor’s
blog, ‘to convey the nature of
[the] dramatic and gruesome
events.’ Ultimately, it is
undeniable that ‘war is hell’ and
that the ethical debate
surrounding war-time coverage
will continue to rage. But the
difference now is technology.
The macabre footage of Gaddafi
being sodomised by a knife prior
to his death is clear evidence of
that. Imagine if the troops or
civilians in World War Two had
cell phone cameras and internet
connections. How would we
have felt about that war if we
had images of civilians burned
by our incendiaries, let alone
pictures of Mussolini as he and
his mistress were executed, and
then strung up for public
display?
The cruel fate of Gaddafi is
typical in war. It always has
been. What isn't typical is the
way in which we can now see it.

the Libyan campaign, a truly
historic moment in its history.
Had they not broadcast the
footage – so widely spread
across social media platforms –
they would have been left behind
as viewers turned to online
resources or other news agencies. For a news agency to be
perceived as lagging behind is
cameras and the internet,
tantamount to a death warrant:
participants or observers can
their entire purpose is to deliver
upload footage in seconds onto
breaking information accurately
the web, visible to an audience
and quickly.Yet, as we have
of billions.
seen, by broadcasting the
PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor

The rise of citizen
journalist and
modern technology
has muddled the
question of ethic
in war-time reporting.
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Female Genital Mutilation (FGM – the more popular
or Female Genital Cutting (the more neutral term which
is preferred in this article) is an umbrella term capturing
the different forms of genital cutting found in 28 countries
of sub-Saharan Africa, a few countries in the Middle East
and Asia and amongst immigrant populations from these
countries throughout the world. According to a
FRONTIERS study roughly 100-140 million girls and
women have undergone FGC in some shape or form.
The World Health Organisation has established for
Type I entails the removal of the clitoral unhooding;
Type II the removal of the clitoris and the inner labia;

FANCY LABIAPLASTY AT £2,400 (¤3,000)? OR EVEN
VAGINAPLASTY AT THE EVEN MORE APPEALING £3,200 (¤3,600)?
WE CAN SPOIL YOU FOR CHOICE! WE CAN OFFER YOU THE
POPULAR CLITORAL UNHOODING AT £3,600 (¤4,100), OR LABIA
MAJORAPLASTY FOR ONLY £2,400? CAN WE TEMPT YOU WITH
PERINEOPLASTY? WE ALSO HAVE SOME EXCITING JOINT
PACKAGES – FLIGHTS, SPA RESORT AND THE SURGERIES
INCLUDED. BRAZIL OR CALIFORNIA? COME BACK HOME WITH AN
ALL NEW GLAM LOOK DOWN THERE…

LADIES…THIS IS THE ALL NEW AND INCREASINGLY
POPULAR ‘DESIGNER VAGINA’ WAVE. A NEW
CHRISTMAS GIFT? OR PERHAPS A BIRTHDAY PRESENT FROM A LOVED ONE? FACE IT. BOOB JOBS ARE
A BIT WORN OUT BY NOW.

removal of all of the clitoris and labia minora followed
by the stitching together of the labia majora thus leaving
only a small opening; Type IV groups together different
acts such as symbolic pricking or piercing of the clitoris
or labia, tightening and widening of the vagina.
The cutting is usually performed on girls before they
reach 10 years of age. FGC is predominantly practiced
in some African societies and in diasporas of those
communities around the world for cultural reasons such
female body.
While this article seeks in no way to condone FGC, due
to the force which is oftentimes used against children
to put them through this cultural ceremony, it does seek
to think deeper about how differently FGC and genital
plastic surgery, two similar things, are perceived simply
because they take place in two different cultural
frameworks.
partial or total removal of the external female genitalia, or
other injury to the female genital organs for non-medical

I hope my readers will not have taken my irony to heart.
I mean no offence. Instead I hope to provoke your
most intimate thoughts…your insecurities and potential
whims…I seek to challenge you and make you think

fall under that category too. The plastic surgery options
listed above can be performed for medical reasons in
cases of discomfort; while doing sports for example.
However here is how the renowned London practice,

correlation between them and the demonised Female
Genital Cutting (FGC). For those of you who have just
audacity to confusion about what FGC entails, here is a
short description:

functionally or socially bothersome. The enlarged labia
can have a protuberant and abnormal appearance
that can be distressful
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This is of great importance as those alien societies to
achieved through FGC. Furthermore, connecting the
above with the following legal excerpt also points to a
further interesting comparison.
The Female Genital Mutilation Act 2003 in the UK
states that:
1. A person is guilty of an offence if he excises,

2. But no offence is committed by an approved person
who performs—
(a) a surgical operation on a girl which is necessary for
her physical or mental health.
This exemption clause is meant to cater for plastic
surgery cases. The connection with the African cases
is that those girls and women, who have not undergone
FGC in their communities, are quite often shunned by
their own people and ineligible for marriage, as well as
a series of other things. Does not becoming a social
outcast in your own community lead to stress and angst,
thus also to mental health problems – similar (if not more
severe) to those of a Western culturally set teenager
who has decided that she is not appreciated because of
the size of her labia?

them a suspicious new development in plastic surgery.
time of building a relationship and a family, that woman
may decide that her best bet is to resort to surgery and
to do it. The factors are many, and we do not have the
space to delve into them at length, but the main point is
the one of whether we perceive ourselves as having a
choice and the external factors which shape our
thought-framework to make that choice.
For more food for thought please visit the following
two websites:

should look like? In African cultures there are multiple
visions of what the nether areas should look like, and
here in the West, we have a whole range of ideas too.
Apropos, which one of those roses do you like best?
I chose the roses for the design of these pages because
Amnesty International uses a stitched rose for their
campaign against FGC. Looking at it from a different
perspective however, roses come in different shapes
and sizes, and when it comes to aesthetics, who is to
say which is most appealing to the eye? If anything, we
have a common understanding that the fully blossomed
rose is the most beautiful – that it - uncut either way.
The arguments against FGC are multiple, and the health
reasons are most prominent alongside human rights.
However, there is no prohibition on young girls
nether areas.
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design Petra Zhivkova

“A number of
people have
said that abuse
in football can
be tolerated.”

Abuse in
Football

In January 2010 Emmanuel Adebayor, now a
Spurs striker, was on the Togolese team coach
travelling to an international match in Angola.
Shortly after they crossed the border rebels amon the players and coaching staff, killing three and
injuring many others.
The event left its mark on Adebayor, who said of
I couldn't stay in control of myself and I cried when
I saw the injuries to my friends."
In October this year, during the North London derby between Spurs and Arsenal, Arsenal fans sang
to Adebayor, “It should have been you. It should
have been you. Shot in Angola! It should have
been you!”
Harry Redknapp, the Tottenham manager, condemned the singing, “How do you chant something like that at someone? You can't be right
mentally. You need help."
While football clubs, newspapers and the F.A.
have all been vocal in their disapproval of abusive
chanting no one has attempted to answer why so
many people do it.
During the same match Spurs fans sang about
Arsenal manager Arsene Wenger, “Wenger is a
paedophile!”
In his post-match interview Wenger said, “We respect everybody and want to be respected as
well.”

One Chelsea season ticket holder said of the
Wenger chant, “It’s hilarious. That’s why people
sing it.” When asked if he would say it to Wenger
in person he said, “No. It’s funny when you’re doing it as a crowd but rude on your own.”
Such sentiments suggest that people think differently in a crowd. The normal rules of behaviour
disappear during a football match.
The social psychology theory “Deindividuation”
may shed some light. It suggests that when
placed in a crowd a person’s self-evaluation
decreases. They no longer behave according to
their normal morals because they are not as critical of their own actions. They perform only a part
of the crowd’s actions and as such their sense
of responsibility diminishes.
Such a theory, however, does not explain why
abusive chanting exists. It only informs us why so
many join in.
Football fans are not the only ones guilty of abuse.
England captain John Terry has been accused
recently of making a racist remark towards Anton
Ferdinand, a Black footballer, in a game against
QPR.
We do not know whether Terry was guilty of the
alleged offence but the cameras did show a heated exchange between him and Ferdinand. Just
as footballers can get carried away in the heat of
the moment so can fans.
There are also thousands of them, therefore, mo-

arrest. Banter can overspill into abuse without any the young footballer on the pitch trying to forge a career.
fan noticing. They are lost in the atmosphere and
While many both inside and outside football circles
bubble of the match in front of them.
condemn the abusive chanting they ignore one
Yet most fans that I have spoken to did not con- crucial point. The vast majority of football fans that I
demn abusive chanting (except racism) when they have spoken to seem to think at least some abusive chanting is acceptable even when they are
were outside the football match environment.
outside the heat of the live match and the crowd
A former Manchester United season ticket holder mentality.
commented, “It’s [abusive chants] about mostly
- Their opinions have been reinforced by FIFA presistering one’s own belief in your own team. It’s all dent Sepp Blatter who commented on the John
passion. We do not really believe what we sing
most of the time. It is often just a coping mecha- but maybe there is a word or gesture that is not
correct. The one affected by this should say this is
nism.”
a game and shake hands.”
In the context of a match footballers and managers alike no longer become human beings but ob- There was a media outcry following Blatter’s statejects. They are tools for fans to vent their frustra- ment and he has since apologised. However,
tions. The desire to win overwhelms all standard there seems to be an attitude among many peobeliefs and causes chants to cross that line from ple that some of what is deemed impermissible in
normal life is permissible in the context of a football
banter to abuse.
match.
One fan pointed out, “People would not make
these types of jokes during a meal at a restaurant That attitude pervades the very top of the game, to
the players on the pitch and the fans in the stands.
but probably would at home or at the pub.”
It appears football culture has largely accepted a
As everybody is there for the same reason they form of behaviour frowned upon outside it.
have a camaraderie that is not too different to
mates at a pub. Like in a pub they throw border- The hair-raising atmosphere of an exciting football
match is a double-edged sword. Just as it makes
line banter at each other.
football the success it is today, it is also what deThey forget, however, that while pub conversa- tracts from it. The question is: do we just accept
tions between friends are private football chants it?
are there for everyone to hear: from the child
watching Sky Sports at home with his dad to
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Film & Book Reviews
Book Review:
Enemy Combatant By Moazzam Begg
By Marium Sattar
e:marium.sattar@gmail.com

Enemy Combatant is an
he was met by a group of men in
He writes, “The most
eye-opening account by Moazzam Pakistani and Western clothes who humiliating thing was witnessing
Begg, who was unjustly held at
pushed him back into his living
the abuse of others, and knowing
Guantanamo Bay Prison in Cuba
room, where he was then handhow utterly dishonoured they felt,”
for two years. Begg, who wrote
cuffed and carried into a car. That (112). For some, the vivid
Enemy Combatant with the help of was the last night he would see his details of life at Guantanamo are
Victoria Brittain in 2006, has
family for three years. The night he difficult to read; the type of
written the first account by a
would join hundreds of men caught questions prisoners were
Guantanamo detainee of life inside illegally by people who did so,
interrogated with, the way
the famous prison thus opening
often in exchange for money.
detainees had their letters read
the readers' eyes to see what
Before he was detained, Begg was by soldiers, or the way prisoners
really happens side the detention
a family man and a traveller, but
were beaten by guards. These
camp.The story unfolds as Begg
once imprisoned, he became
are images that the reader will
sits in his living room in
another number, another nameless never forget. For others, this story
Islamabad in 2002, while his wife
figure in an orange jumpsuit
of an innocent man held at
and children are sleeping in one
presented by the cameras to the
Guantanamo and the people he
part of their house, and their family world. Begg’s detailed descriptions met there will shake their belief in
friends in another. After hearing a
of life in prison shows
the criminal justice system and
knock on his door at
readers the humiliations he
everything they have heard about
midnight,
Begg
thought
his
encountered
by
the
prisonguards.
War
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Film Review:
The Debt
By Sarraounia Christianson
e: sarraunia@hotmail.co.uk
The Debt is a dark
espionage thriller which opens with
two retired Mossad agents Rachel
(Helen Mirren) and Stefan (Tom
Wilkinson) hearing
alarming news about an
ex-colleague David (Ciaran Hinds.)
All three have been idolised in their
field since an
assignment years previous.Set
across time-frames the film opens
in 1997 but jumps back to 1966 to
follow the fateful mission. The three
young agents (played by Jessica
Chastain,Marton Csokas and Sam
Worthington)

are confined to a squalid flat and
attempting to capture the Nazi
war criminal Vogel, known as ‘The
Surgeon of Birkenau’ in East
Berlin (Jesper Christensen)
Madden shoots in heavy hues of
shadowy colour adding to the
film’s suffocating overtones. The
dank stained greens and browns
of the flat in Berlin add to the
suffocation felt by the female
agent, Rachel Singer.Chastain’s
portrayal of the naïve agent
caught between her
colleagues and the
mission is the stand-out

performance, with Mirren as the
older Rachel not far behind. The
film is grisly in parts with the
unexpected twists, turns and
startling revelations which make
for gripping viewing.
A taut and disturbing thriller, The
Debt successfully explores the
complexities of human guilt,
perceived duty and questions
justice as a personal or a public
Debt truly belong?Available now
on DVD and Blu Ray.

Film Review:
The Machine Gun Preacher
By Silvia Peneva
e:silvia.I.peneva@gmail.com
In refusing to give in to Sam’s old of religion’s power to positively
The Machine Gun Preacher - The
true story of a ‘Preacher Missionary, habits she demonstrates immense metamorphose human beings. A
strength and persistence in show- timely and sophisticated chalSoldier Mercenary’
ing Sam the straight path. Coming lenge of the widespread notion
(please include the official photos
close to committing murder, Sam that ‘Western Modernity must
from the movie website)
finds faith through his wife. What
We all know how difficult it is for
exclude religion’ and one of
follows is a riveting transformation those rare films nowadays which
ex-offenders and drug addicts to
stay clear of crime and drugs, espe- of his aggression into constructive make you ponder life for days
self-sacrifice as Sam takes on a
cially when coming out of prison
and question your own
battle
for
justice
against
the
dark
with sleek prospects and the lack of
willpower, devotion and strength.
motivation for a better life. Biker and perversions of the Second Suda- In our world of movie downloads
nese War. Guided by his faith and and piracy I say this is a movie
drug addict Sam Childers (Gerard
bond to God, Sam challenges the to pay for at a cinema.
Butler) is all of those things as he
brutal and unforgiving Lord’s
walks out of prison and goes
Warning: you will be intellectuResistance
Army
by
confiscating
straight into ‘get me a single ticket
ally challenged, inspired and
their most valuable resource: their quite possibly brought to tears.
back to prison’ mode.
child soldiers.
But life holds some unforeseen
For more information, and to
A
continuing
real
life
struggle
for
circumstances for Sam. While
meet the real Sam and Lynn
serving time, his stripper wife (Lynn, Sam and Lynn, and a thoughtChilders, visit
provoking
tour
de
force
of
played by Michelle Monaghan) has
http://www.machinegunpreacher.
stripped off the bad girl facade and acclaimed director Marc Forster,
org/
this is the true story
left the pole for the local Church.
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LIVE & LEARN IN

greece

prague

THIS SUMMER!
Experience Prague, Czech Republic or Crete, Greece this
summer with The Fund for American Studies (TFAS). These
unique academic programs provide students from around
the world with cross-cultural exchange and coursework on
political, economic and social issues that are relevant in
today’s globalized society.
For more information or to apply, visit the website at
TFASinternational.org or email international@TFAS.org.

apply online today! >ÀÞÊ i>`i\Ê>Õ>ÀÞÊÎ£ÊÊUÊÊ>Ê i>`iÊ>ÀV Ê£x

www.TFASinternational.org
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T P3
APPS FOR MODERN BELIEVERS

Confession
At a little pricier £1.49, Confession: A Roman Catholic App
seeks to offer something extra to the user. It contains a
variety of aspects to aid confession such as custom
examination of conscience, ability to add sins not listed
and a choice of seven different acts of contrition. But as is

not quite so useful for those who cannot get to a church.

Zabihah
international Muslim listings forum, zabihah.com.
A must-have for Muslims out and about, the app is easy to
use and acts like a directory in your pocket. Although not
entirely comprehensive wherever you are if you want to eat,
pray or shop Zabihah will have a suggestion or two.

Shofar Hero
The Shofar is an ancient Jewish horn, traditionally made
of Ram, which is blown at certain times in the Jewish
calendar. This simple yet handy little app includes
high-quality sound recordings of the Shofar in both studio
and synagogue settings, which can be toggled to sound
at the correct times. Priced at a low 69p Shofar Hero
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The Nightjar One: for the
vintage lovers among you, this
bar will take you right back to
30s America, when prohibition
was in full force. Except that
this isn’t a gimmick, it’s a
modern twist on a classic.
They host regular jazz and
blues evenings which are very
atmospheric, added to by their
wooden panelled ceiling and
Belle Époque cocktail menu.
You have to book for music
evenings because it’s table
service only, which if you’ve
ended more than a few evenings with aching legs, you’ll
appreciate. Be warned, it’s in
Old Street, and it’s a bit
trendy. www.barnightjar.co.uk

3

By Harriet Williams
e: williams.harriet@gmail.com

Union chapel: This functioning
church is a very grown up
venue; gig attendees sit on
desperately uncomfortable pews
holding (real) mugs of tea which
you can buy from the friendly
bar staff. Tea lights add to the
general mellow atmosphere, the
band playing comments several
times on how beautiful the
audience looks: ‘I’m not sure if
it’s the lights or if you’re all just
really attractive, you’re glowing!’
The band in question is almost
embarrassingly what you might
expect to find playing in a
church; of three, two members
are wearing hats, and one
accompanies his with a beard,
tight jeans and braces. It’s all
good fun, and the atmosphere is
unbeatable. The pews do take
their toll on your bottom though.
www.union-chapel.org.uk

2

Bloomsbury Lanes: Not a
music venue, but a bowling
alley. If you have to ask what’s
so special about that, you
clearly haven’t been yet. The
alley in question has an
attached 50s style cocktail bar,
which is done out in pink and
red, with booths and mirrors
and associated kitsch. It has a
huge range of beers and spirits,
and, for a bar right in the centre
of Bloomsbury, is secret enough
to be blessedly quiet even on a
Friday. Bloomsbury Lanes also
means Lucky’s Diner, the kind
of diner you’d see in Grease,
right here in pedestrian north
London. There’s so much good
stuff here, you might not even
get around to bowling.
www.bloomsburybowling.co.uk

Quirky
London
Venues

4

5
Wilton’s Music Hall: Wilton’s
is the kind of place whose fame
is spread by word of mouth
alone; it is proud of being ‘the
city’s hidden stage’. This is a
big part of its appeal, admittedly, but it’s beautiful and
deserves to be known better.
Built in 1858, it has been
through various incarnations,
music hall, obviously, Methodist mission and bomb shelter,
and now gloriously re-imagined
in its original context. They do
a big variety of different artsy
things, from puppetry to
comedy to cinema clubs, all of
which are slightly off the wall.
If none appeals, they also do
weekly tours, a good opportunity to see the city’s brilliant
vestige of Victoriana up close.
www.wiltons.co.uk

King’s Head Theatre and Pub:
One of many fine pub-theatre
venues in London; this one’s a
bit special because it puts on
huge operatic masterpieces in a
tiny theatre space. Using recycled red velvet theatre curtains
and lamps from venues as
august as the Theatre Royal
Haymarket and the Scala theatre which adds to the high
quality of the productions – they
often transfer plays to the West
End.using
www.thekingshead.co.uk
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Write
Design &
Photograph
Get your voice heard by joining the
Editorial Team for Interact Magazine
e:info@interact-uk.org.uk
w:interact.btck.co.uk/Interactmagazine.co.uk

Develop your skills,
express your-self
and meet new people.

Work with a diverse
group to create
the only interfaith
magazine
in London.

Learn from
industry professionals
in the media.

We have opportunites for
those interested in
writing, photography,
graphic design,
blogging, editing
and marketing.
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